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A BSTRACT
Collaboration platforms on the Internet have become crucial tools for independent creative workers,
facilitating connections with collaborators, users, and buyers. Such platforms carried the promise of
better opportunities for women and other under-represented groups to access markets and collaborators, but evidence is mounting for that they rather perpetuate existing biases and inequalities. In
previous work, we had found that the majority of women’s disadvantage in success and survival on
GitHub stems from what they do – the gender typicality of their behavior in open source programming
– rather than from a categorical discrimination of their gender. In this article we replicate our findings
on another platform with a markedly different focus: Behance, a community for for graphic artists.
We also study attention as a new outcome on both platforms. We found that female typicality of
behaviour is a significant negative predictor of attention, success, and survival on creative platforms,
while the impact of categorical gender varies by outcome and field. We found support for the visibility
paradox of women in technical fields: while female typicality of behaviors is negatively related to
attention, being female predicts a higher level of attention. We quantified the indirect impact of
gender homophily on success via gendered behaviour that accounts for 37% of the disadvantage of
women in success. Our findings suggest that the negative impact of the gender typicality of behaviour
is a more general phenomena than our first study indicated, underlining the scope of the challenge of
countering unconscious gender bias in the platform economy.

Introduction
Collaboration platforms on the Internet have become crucial tools for independent creative workers, providing opportunities to develop skills, to get connected with like-minded others and potential collaborators, and to help capture
the attention of potential users and buyers [1, 2]. GitHub, for example, is a platform where programmers can find
collaborators, start projects, and get noticed by potential team members and employers, and thus succeed [3, 4, 5]. Other
platforms, such as Behance, play a similar role for graphic artists, enabling them to build portfolios of their visual work,
find peers and collaborators, and ultimately catch the attention of buyers and clients. The emergence of such platforms
carried the promise of extending opportunities to previously disadvantaged groups [6, 7], among them, women [8, 9].
Beyond new opportunities, there is also a risk that the platform economy will perpetrate already existing gender bias
[10, 11, 12, 13]. Platforms often lack affordances that would take gender inequalities into account, and furthermore,
the deepest aspects of their culture, technology and design might perpetuate gender discrimination [14]. Rather than
mitigating gender inequalities, it is likely that the platform economy will magnify disadvantage to women [15, 16].
We argue that gender inequalities that women face on platforms depend on the gender typicality of their behavior more,
than on categorical discrimination against them. While gender discrimination is partly targeted at the gender category
of a person [17, 18, 19], a significant portion of gendered disadvantage might stem from prejudice against forms of
behavior that is typical for a particular gender [20, 21]. In a previous related work, we had mapped how women and men
succeed on GitHub [22], as a function of the gender typicality of their behavior. We had found that an overwhelming
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majority (about 85%) of women’s disadvantage stems from what they do – the gender typicality of their behavior –
rather than from a categorical discrimination of their gender.
In this article we develop our argument further in several major ways. We first replicate our analysis on a platform
that is highly orthogonal in terms of content to open source programming: Behance.com, a platform for visual arts
and graphic design which emphasizes visual creativity. We were able to replicate all aspects of our analysis of GitHub
(where software programmers collaborate by sharing computer code) on Behance, where photographers, designers, and
applied graphic artists collaborate. As a platform Behance caters mostly to individual creatives who display portfolios
of their photographs, logos, applied visual work. Despite significant differences in the context – due to isomorphism in
platform design – all key aspects of of our data collection on how programmers experience the GitHub platform could
be transferred to the context of graphic artists on Behance. This enables us to make more general statements about
gender inequality on platforms than the analysis of a single platform could warrant.
Second, we also extended the depth of our analysis by extending the outcomes we considered as dependent variables
in our models. In our study of GitHub, we had predicted success as the number of project bookmarks (stars), and as
survival over one year after our data collection ended. We replicate these two measures on the Behance platform as
well, and added a third measure of success, attention (as the number of followers) in the analysis of both platforms.
Attention precedes bookmarking and survival as an initial form of success, in the sense that platform users need to be
noticed before they can succeed along other dimensions. Studies of gender inequalities point to inequalities in being
noticed in the workplace as a key dimension of women’s disadvantage: Women in highly masculine professions are
facing a paradoxical visibility problem: they are exceptionally visible as women, but are often not regarded as experts
[23, 24]. If gender typicality of behavior is a valid measure of gendered disadvantage, we expect attention to be less
impacted by it.
By extending our analysis to multiple and diverse platforms, and by incorporating the dimension of attention, we can
address longstanding debates about gendered disadvantage. We found that female typicality of behaviour disadvantages
men and women on both platforms, indicating that unconscious gender bias might be a general phenomena within
the platform economy. Although on Behance there are more active female users (28%) than on GitHub (6%), we
found higher ratio of disadvantage caused by gendered behaviour across success categories (Attention on Behance 52%,
GitHub 42%; Success 45% & 21%, Survival: 12.5% & 1.8%). This finding suggests that higher ratio of women does
not diminish the negative impact of gendered behaviour. Our results also supported that women are more visible as
being a minority group in both platforms, but this increased attention could only mitigate on Behance the disadvantage
caused by gender typicality of behavior.
Recent findings suggest that strong homophily has a negative network effect on minorities, and reducing their overall
success and visibility [25]. However, homophily may benefit minorities with in-group support and preserve social
identity [26]. A recently retracted work shows how mixed the impact of gender homophily in empirical work is, causing
controversy by claiming that women benefit more from opposite-gender mentorship and suggesting to incorporate this
in policies targeting women’s career advancement [27]. The problem with this view that it overlooks the possibility
that this is not a decision under the control of women: They might collaborate less with men, because men simply
do not find them "worthy" to work with [28]. In our previous work, while operationalizing gendered behaviour we
included variables capturing gender homophily. In this study we removed the effect of gender homophily from gendered
behaviour to make sure we compose our metric out of variables that are fully under the control of the user. This new
methodology allowed us to quantify the impact of gender homophily in relation with gender typicality of behaviour,
resulting in a 37% of negative impact on success.
Our article proceeds via the following steps. First, we introduce the empirical basis of our work, and compare the
resulting two datasets from GitHub and Behance. After evaluating various gender inferring methods, we operationalize
our key measure: gender typicality of behavior - femaleness. To compose our femaleness variable, we start from
recognizing specializations via factor analysis, and then proceed by using a Random Forest classifier. Our modeling
section focuses on reproducing our findings, and compare the relationship of gendered behaviour with the three outcomes:
attention, success and survival. Finally, we summarize our findings and conclude potential policy implications of our
cross-platform study.

Empirical Setting and Data
GitHub
GithHb (www.github.com) is the most popular online hosting and version control service which allows developers to
collaborate on software projects all around the world. According to Octoverse, the annual statistical report of GitHub,
the platform had more than 56 million user accounts on January, 2021, regardless of their activity status [29]. Since
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GitHub provides features beyond recording contributions, and source code management such as traditional social media
functionalities (e.g., following), it became a bases of several studies to understand online collaborative activity [30, 31],
team success, diversity [32, 33] and the manifestation of gender inequality in technology [34].
In this paper we use a dataset obtained from githubarchive.org, containing individual careers between 2009-02-19 and
2016-10-21. This dataset contains for each individual the following information: creation of a repository, push to a
repository, opening, closing and merging a pull request, accompanied by users’ information using the GitHub API.
(users’ names, e-mail addresses, number of followers, number of public repositories and the date they joined GitHub)
(See Table 1). Names and e-mail addresses were used to infer users’ gender.
Behance
Behance (www.behance.net) is an online community and hosting site for creative professionals. Similarly to GitHub,
Behance allows users to create relationships via social network features (following, commenting, appreciating) and
share their works in a wide variety of domains such as photography, graphic design and UX. Recent works have
analyzed gender differences in success on Dribbble [8], and the underlying effects on attention on Behance [35].
The original data source of our study is a randomised sample of the Behance database obtained by Kim, 2017 [35]
accompanied with additional data points using the official API provided by Behance (https://www.behance.net/dev).
The original data contained information of 37,777 users’ gender, specialized topics, number of followers, number of
users followed, number of appreciations (likes), number of comments, views and the number of projects, and stylistic
information of projects. We used the official Behance API, to collect more detailed user information about date of
registration, activity status, and users’ names. This allowed us to evaluate the results of the presented gender inferring
method (See Section Evaluating Gender Inferring methods).
GitHub
Attention
Success
Survival
Tenure
Gender
Activity
Networking
Fields

Behance

# of followers
# of followers
# of stars on own repositories
# of appreciations on own designs
Activity one year after data collection
Activity one year after data collection
Years since registration
Years since registration
Inferred from nickname, e-mail or full name
Inferred from a user’s name
# of pushes, # of own repos,
# of projects, # of comments,
# of repos, where active, # of opened pull requests total activity (views, appreciations)
# of collaborators, # of of users followed
# of of users followed
Programming languages used in projects
Creative fields designs labelled
Table 1: A list of variables inferred for users from Behance and GitHub.

Data Cleaning
In online collaborative platforms it is common that users create accounts without maintaining their activity. Therefore,
in both databases we filtered our users by the level of activity, keeping only users with at least 10 traces of activity within
their careers. Furthermore we removed users with names containing substrings that classified them as potential artificial
agents (e.g.: "bot", "test", "daemon", "svn2github", "gitter-badger"). In the case of Behance we moved all users whose
account we could not connect with the API anymore, and did not have a display name, which is an indication of being
a company. The resulting database contains 1,634,373 GitHub users, and 30,186 Behance users. Table 2 shows the
resulting database by data source and gender. Gender recognition on GitHub yield 11.87% females and 88.13% males
out of all users with names, while on Behance the resulting database contained 29.45% females and 70.55% males.
After filtering for users with at least 10 activity points on both platforms, in GitHub the ratio of female users decreases
to 5.49%, while on Behance the ratio of active female users decreases only by 1.06 percentage point to 28.39%.
To avoid unbalanced data of users in regards of gender, we took a biased sample with 10,000 users from the GitHub
users, and 6,000 of Behance of each gender (male, female).
Evaluating Gender Inferring Methods
Since none of the data sources lists users’ gender, we infer gender from the first names listed by users. In the case
of GitHub, we apply the same method explained in Vedres and Vasarhelyi: we infer first names from display names,
usernames and e-mail addresses. Behance data was published with inferred gender using a commercial service called
3
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N in population
Female
Male
Unknown

GitHub

Behance

7,798,509
194,000
1,441,130
6,163,379

37,777
11,124
26,653
-

N After Filtering
1,634,373 30,186
Female
56,731
8,569
Male
977,389
21,617
Unknown
600,253
Sample size (by gender) 10,000
6,000
Table 2: Data cleaning and gender inferring results. After filtering for users with at least 10 activity points, in GitHub
the ratio of female users is 5.49%, and on Behance the ratio of active female users is 28.39% out of those users whose
gender could be inferred.

Gender API (https://gender-api.com/). In order to assess the accuracy of these two methods we took a sample of 200
users for each gender (female, male, unknown) in both datasets and inferred their gender manually. We compared
this baseline classification with the presented gender inferring methods, and a third commonly used gender inferring
methods available as ready-to-use python package (Gender Guesser, https://pypi.org/project/gender-guesser/). Figure 1
shows the the precision, recall and F-sore of each algorithm by gender.

Precision

1.0

Recall

F-score
Vedres-Vasarhelyi,2019
Gender Guesser,
Python Package

GitHub

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Gender

Behance

1.0

Gender
Gender API
Gender Guesser,
Python Package

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Female

Male
.

Unknown

Female

Male Unknown
Gender

Female

Male
.

Unknown

Figure 1: Gender Inferring Accuracy Precision, Recall, and F-score of the GitHub (Vedres-Vasarhelyi, 2019) and
Behance (Gender API) gender inferring methods against the manually inferred baseline method and a commonly used
alternative method (Gender Guesser Python Package).
Among GitHub users our method and the default python package yielded very similar results, optimized for high
male-precision, which is a similar finding to our previous comparison where we compared this method with two
other popular gender inferring methods (Gender Computer by Vasilescu) [32] and Simple Gender by Ford [36]). Our
method’s relative strength is female-recall, and it’s weakness is unknown-recall. The commercial Gender API used to
infer the gender of Behance users resulted in higher overall precision, recall and f-score compared to the default python
package. It is important to note that this dataset officially did not include unknown-gendered users, although we found
45 (11%) accounts which belong to companies, therefore their gender could not be inferred.

Measures
Identifying specializations
We applied principal component analysis to capture specialization activity. In both datasets we created field-specific
count variables that measure how many times a user used the given programming language on GitHub (e.g.: C, Java,
4
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Python), and how many projects of a user was labelled by a given creative field (e.g.: photography, copy-writing). On
both fields we used the 20 most popular popular programming languages or design fields, which appeared at least in
1000 projects. Figure 2 shows the resulting specializations.

Figure 2: Specializations on GitHub and Behance We used Scipy’s PCA.decomposition package with Varimax
Rotation to identify independent factors [37]. Bar charts show the explained variance of each factor. The
correlation matrices show the “importance” and the sign of the relationship of the language/design field in the
component. On GitHub we identified 6 main specializations; 1) Frontend development, 2) Developers using
Ruby for backend development, 3) Backend Development with high activity in Java, 4) Data Science, 5) iOS
development, and 6) PHP enthusiastic with Frontend focus. On Behance our principal component analysis
yield 8 main factors: 1) Photography, 2) Graphic Design, 3) Branding, 4) Art Direction, 5) Digital Art, 6)
Fashion Photography 7) Fine Arts, and 8) Web design- UX.

Femaleness
The key interest of this work is to operationalize gendered behaviour in two collaborative online platforms. In our
previous work, we captured the gendered typicality of behavior as the probability of being female given behaviour.
Specifically, we used a Random Forest model to predict whether a user’s inferred gender is female. Our model took into
account variables covering behavioral choices in the level of activity, specialization in programming languages, and
the gender choice of collaborators. An important methodological consideration was that variables that capture one’s
behaviour are theoretically under the control of the individual. We called the resulting prediction score femaleness,
which quantifies on a scale between 0 to 1 how female-like one’s behaviour is.
Here, we replicate this methodology with one important difference. In our previous Femaleness model variables
capturing female homophily (No. of female collaborators, No. of females followed) were the most important predictors
of being female. It can indicate that women work with women, because men do not want to collaborate with them.
If that is the case, then our original methodological consideration using variables that the individual can control is
not fulfilled. Female homophily is just the manifestation of the underlying mechanisms that produce discrimination.
Therefore in this replication we remove variables capturing gendered collaboration patterns (No. of female collaborators,
5
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No. of male collaborators, No. of unknowns collaborators, No. of females followed, No. of males followed, No. of
unknowns followed) and use in our modelling only the number of followed users and the number of collaborators to
capture network effect. On Behance, there is barely any collaboration on design projects, in that case we keep only the
number of followed users.
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Figure 3: Femaleness Prediction Variable importance of gendered behavior prediction by the Random Forest Prediction in GitHub and Behance. A) Variable importance is calculated by the drop-feature importance
method that re-runs the prediction without the "dropped" variable. Then, the importance of the variable is the
difference between the overall accuracy of the model and the accuracy of the model built after dropping the
variable. B) Univariate Odds Ratios predicting gender = f emale with Logistic Regression Models.
The GitHub Random Forest classification was moderately accurate AU C = 0.64, which is lower than the the baseline
model that contained gendered variables (AU C = 0.71). The strength of Random Forest model is that can capture
non-linear relationships between variables and enable intuitive ways to quantify variable importance [38, 39, 40]. In
particular, we adopted a drop-feature importance method that re-runs the prediction without the "dropped" variable.
Then, the importance of the variable is the difference between the overall accuracy of the model and the accuracy of the
model built after dropping the variable.
Figure 3 shows the behavioural aspects of femaleness on GitHub and Behance by A) variable importance from random
forest models, and B) univariate odds ratios predicting gender = f emale with a logistic regression models. The most
important predictor on GitHub was specializing in iOS development, which was the third most important predictor
in our original model. The second important predictor of Femaleness is Backend development, which is significantly
more associated with men than women. The third most important aspect is the number of collaborators (users who
contributed to the same repository with the focal user), which is the gender-neutral version of the baselines models’
most important predictor "No. of female collaborators". Variable importances indicate that specializations in different
programming fields are still important predictors, and odds ratios suggest similar gender behaviour patterns as before:
Specifically, Frontend development and Backend developers using Ruby are significantly more likely to be females,
6
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while pure Backend and PHP-focused Frontend developers are less likely. Odds ratios of Data Science and iOS were
not significant.
The accuracy of the femaleness prediction on Behance was a bit higher (AU C = 0.69) than on GitHub. Interestingly
the most important behavioural aspect of femaleness was the number of followed users, which was the least important
in the case of GitHub. On Behance, out of twelve predictors only two were significantly predicting higher probability
for designers to be female: Fine Arts and the number of projects. Except total activity which is gender-neural, nonsignificant predictor in the logit model, all other specializations and activity were significantly more associated with
men. The probability density of Femaleness is shown on Figure 4.
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0.0
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0.8
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Males' median
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2.5
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Figure 4: The probability density of Femaleness The probability density of femaleness for males, females on
GitHub and Behance. The median femaleness of our baselines model was 0.42 for males and 0.55 for females.
The new femaleness on GitHub is more distinct by gender, the median femaleness for females is 0.2, and for
men 0.8. On Behance the median predictions are closer to each other 0.37, and 0.63.

Models
Our dependent variables are attention, success and survival. Attention is an important asset of success in online
collaborative platforms: On GitHub successful developers have more followers [41, 42] and increased attention was
shown to bring more success (appreciation) on Behance too [35]. Gender inequality was also shown on several social
media platforms: in portfolio sites, such as GitHub, Behance or Dribbble (similar design community) - men tend to have
higher number of followers. Success is measured on GitHub as the number of times other users have starred a repository
of a given user, at the time of data collection. On Behance success is operationalized as the number of "appreciations"
(likes) given to designs created by the focal user. Survival measured the same way on both platforms: we revisited both
sites one year after data collections and checked whether the user had any new activity. If the user did not make any
contribution on the site within the one year time window we marked the user as dropped-out, otherwise a as survivor.
Mann-Whitney U-tests (MW) also revealed that men have significantly higher number of followers (GitHub: IQRmale =
[1, 12], IQRf emale = [0, 10] , M Wp = 0.000, Behance: IQRmale = [41; 927], IQRf emale = [25, 401], M Wp = 0.000 ), and
are more successful (Number of stars on GitHub IQRmale = [0, 1], IQRf emale = [0, 0], M Wp = 0.000, Number of project
appreciations on Behance IQRmale = [0, 2264], IQRf emale = [0, 980], M Wp = 0.000) on both platforms. Men have a
lower average drop-out rate on GitHub (Average drop-out Avgmale = 0.93, Avgf emale = 0.88, M Wp = 0.000) but a higher
one on Behance (Avgmale = 0.45, Avgf emale = 0.417 M Wp = 0.000).
Because attention and success are right-skewed continues variables, we apply logarithmic transformation on the number
of followers, number of stars and project appreciations. We estimate log(attention) and log(success) with Linear
Models. Survival is a binary variable, so we estimate it with a logistic regression model, where users who had
activity are flagged with 1, while dropped-out ones as 0. Each model has the same control variables, which can provide
alternative explanations between gender, femaleness and outcomes. Due to work-family conflict women have usually
less time to maintain their professional presence, therefor the level of activity might benefit men more than women[43].
Men are more likely to join online portfolio sites earlier [44], and users with longer tenure are more likely to build
7
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larger audiences and accumulate more success [41, 42]. Thus we control for tenure (number of years since registration)
and total activity (No. of repositories/projects, and total activity on sites).

Results
Femaleness and outcomes
Figure 5 shows the key variables’ point estimates and 99 percentile confidence interval for 3-3 regression models
on GitHub and Behance (See full model table in SI Table 1.). Compared to our previous study, where women had a
statistically significant negative relationship with survival, in our new models this disadvantage disappear (tg = −0.15170
(p = 0.386) , tb = −0.19169, (p = 0.195)). Gender as an indicator of categorical gender discrimination is not significant
in any of the models, regardless of platform or outcome. In the case of attention the relationship between being female
and the number of followers is positive, but not significant on none of the platforms (tg = 1.539 (p = 0.124)) , tb = 0.030
(p = 0.976)).

Behance

GitHub

Attention
Female
Femaleness
Female:Femaleness
Tenure
No. own repositories (log)
No. touched repositories (log)
Female
Femaleness
Female:Femaleness
Tenure
No. of projects (log)
Total activity on site (log)

1

0

Success

1 1
0
1
Regression Coefficient

Survival

1

0

1

2

Figure 5: Point estimates, with 99 percent CIs, for variables related to gender. Attention and Success shows coefficients
from Linear Models predicting success (the log. number of stars received, log. number of project appreciations), while
Survival shows odds ratios from logit models predicting survival over a one year period following our data collection.
The Femaleness of behaviour is a strong negative predictor of Attention (tg = −5.341 , tb = −18.977) and Success
(tg = −6.597 , tb = −14.116) on both platforms, but only significantly negative predictor of Survival in the case of
Behance (tg = −1.816, (p = 0.069) , tb = −4.235).
To test whether categorical gender discrimination and the negative impact of gendered-behavior can impact women
differently than men, we tested for the interaction of gender and femaleness. In the case of GitHub, the interactions
of categorical gender and female-like behavioural traits were not significant in any of the outcomes. However, on
Behance the interaction of categorical gender and femaleness is a significant predictor of attention (t = 2.12) and
success (t = 3.23). Figure 6 shows predicted values of attention (1st column), success (2nd column) and survival (3rd
column) along the range of femaleness by gender categories on GitHub (1st row) and Behance (2nd row). Although the
negative impact of femaleness put both men and women in disadvantage in all models (negative slope), in some cases
categorical gender impacts outcome differently. In the case of attention, the difference between females (orange) and
males (green) increases along the range of femaleness, predicting higher level of attention for female users with highly
female-like behavior than men. This trend holds for predicting the number of project appreciations on Behance, while
the difference between female and male GitHub users’ success by femaleness is insignificant. Categorical gender has
no impact on the survival of Behance users, while female GitHub users are clearly in disadvantage compared to men.
To quantify the impact of femaleness on outcomes, we take the median of femaleness by gender. The predicted attention
on GitHub based on men’ median is 39 followers for men, for women the prediction at their median femaleness is 38
followers. Taking men’s attention as a 100% , the expected number of followers is 96% of that for women, meaning that
the disadvantage that femaleness causes in attention for women is 4% point. The reason behind this small disadvantage
is due to the positive impact of being female. To calculate the impact of categorical gender (being female) we calculate
8
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Figure 6: Marginal predictions of attention, success and survival by femaleness and gender category from models
illustrated on Figure 5, with fixing all other variables at their means. Prediction is only shown for the observed range of
femaleness. Vertical dashed lines indicate medians of femaleness, and shaded vertical bars show the interquartile range
(IQR).

the predicted attention for males at females’ femaleness median (22.7) and divide it by males predicted number of
followers based on their femaleness. This result in 58% point. The impact of categorical gender is simply the difference
of the relative ratio of males’ and females predicted success at females’ median femaleness compared to men’s predicted
attention based on their own median femaleness. (Table SI.2. shows the exact numbers for each prediction). Thus,
on GitHub categorical gender mitigates the disadvantage caused by femaleness with 38% point. Following the same
formula on Behance we found that for men the prediction based on their median femaleness is 180 followers, for
women 113 resulting in a 52% point of disadvantage, which was mitigated by categorical gender with 15% point. The
positive impact of categorical gender (being female) indicate that women - regardless of their behaviour - are more
visible than men on both platforms.
In the case of success on GitHub we found that women suffer a 21% disadvantage due to femaleness, which is much
lower than in our baseline work where women had a disadvantage of 58%. This finding, and the key methodological
difference in composing femaleness, specifically not taking homophily into account, suggest that gender homophily
penalizes women more in settings where they are the minority. On Behance we found that women have a 45.5% of
disadvantage in success due to femaleness, but it is eased by being female by 16% point. Similarly to attention, on
Behance men are penalized more than women for having highly female-like behavior. In the case of survival women
are in a disadvantage on both sides: on GitHub it is 1.8% point due to femaleness and 4.1% points due to being female,
while on Behance the disadvantage is 12.5% points due femaleness and categorical gender has a 1.4% point positive
impact.
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Discussion
We found that female typicality of behaviour is a significant negative predictor of attention, success and survival in
creative platforms. Our models have negative coefficients for femaleness on both platforms, while categorical gender’s
impact varies by outcome and field. Femaleness impacts both gender negatively, but on the more gender-balanced design
community men are penalized more for highly-female-like behaviour than women. We found supporting evidence for
the famous visibility paradox of women in technical fields: while female typicality of behaviors is negatively related
to attention, being female predicts higher level of attention. By not adding gender homophily to our new femaleness
measure, we managed to quantify the indirect impact of gender homophily via gendered behaviour. We found a 37%
point disadvantage difference between our previous results and our new ones, indicating that gender homophily is
negatively impacting success by manifesting into gendered behaviour in open source software development. This is in
agreement with seminal empirical studies on gender homophily and success [45, 46].
Our findings suggest that the impact of the gender typicality of behaviour might be a more general phenomena than our
first study indicated. Although design careers are often considered more feminine than software development, and has
a higher ratio of female professionals (28%), masculine career choices have been related to more success [8]. This
is alarming since empirical studies suggests that women’s shorter tenure and lower participation is the main factor
behind lower wages and success [13]. The case of Behance proves the opposite: higher female participation does not
automatically diminish unconscious gender discrimination. Furthermore, the increased visibility that women receives
in such online collaborative platform is a double-edged sword: On the one hand, female professionals could use this
increased attention to build a wider audience and promote their work, which eventually can help them, and the larger
community to succeed with more visible role models [47, 48]. On the other hand, in online settings women are more
likely to be harassed, and increased visibility might generate a backlash [49, 50, 51], making women less likely to
participate in platforms, where they are exceptionally visible [52].
As technology, and especially AI systems advances, the gender data gap [53], and stereotypes rooted in behavior
have long-lasting consequences, ranging from labelling images in a sexist manner [54, 55] to assigning women lower
credit lines [56]. Research suggest that diversity enforces objectivity and mitigate creating products that discriminate
[57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Therefore the gatekeeper role of platforms, where (especially early-stage) professionals can gain
feedback or showcase their work increases. Behance and GitHub serve as a portfolio sites for professionals, therefore
keeping women active in these platforms could have long-term positive impacts.
This work is not without limitations. This study relies on large-scale open datasets where individuals do not self-report
their gender. Gender is inferred based on individuals’ names, which can be culturally biased towards Western names
[62], therefore our findings cannot be generalized to every culture. An other limitation of our study is the way we
quantified survival which is measured as having activity a year after data collection on the given platform. We are
aware that users’ without activity are not necessary quit their profession or the platform, it is a possible scenareio that
"dropped-out" users got a new job, which required a new account or forced them move to a competing platform. Finally,
we attempted to measure femaleness by variables that can be controlled by the focal user, but due to the gendered nature
of online platforms [16, 10] one cannot assume that stereotypes and the subordinate role of women in the society does
not impact women’s career decisions.
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